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Giithling ; the remaining poems by Sedlmayer have
not yet appeared), Sail. (Catil., lug. orat. epist. cet
by Scheindler), Tac. (J. Miiller), Verg. (Kloucek).
Announced : Sen. rh. (H. J. Miiller), Tibullus (Zin-
gerle).

In connexion with the texts illustrated school
dictionaries have appeared by K. Jahr to Andresen's,
by Weidner to his own, Nepos ; by Jurenka to Sedl-
mayer's selections from Ovid ; by Prammer to his •
Caes. b. g. ; by Schmidt to his Curtius ; by Ed.
Wolff to Tac. Germ.

Meister's book is the more welcome because the
only cheap rival (Bonnell's) dates from 1854. He has
long been known as a student of Quintilian, insomuch
that Bonnell left to him by will a collation of cod.
Bamberg. M 4 14 (saec. x) ; and he has received
important aid from Becher, Kiderlin, Wblfflin and
Karl Schenkl. He naturally follows in the main
Halm's constitution of the text. He has examined
nearly all the editions of his author, and endeavours
to assign each emendation to its proper owner. In the
addenda he has registered a conjecture of Nettleship's,
which appeared only last year in the Journal of
Philology. The index of names and things (pp.
298-338) and that of authors cited will be found
very useful. The tenth book is also issued separately,
price 25 Pf.—JOHN E. B. MAYOR.

Herodoti Historiae, Recensuit ALFRED HOLDER, vol.
I. [Lib. I.-IV.] Lipsiae sumptus fecit G. FREYTAG,
mdecclxxxvi. 2 Mk.

THIS moiety of the Muses of Herodotus forms a
volume of the Bibliotheca scriptorum Gr. et Bom. ed.
curante Carolo Schenkl. The book is convenient in
shape, well printed on fair paper, and pleasant to
read. Its price is extremely moderate (two marks).
Every student of Herodotus will be glad to possess a
copy of this admirable recension, even if already
familiar with the editions of Stein and Kallenberg-
Dietsch, and will look forward to its speedy comple-
tion with interest. In no other edition will be
found so fully and conveniently recorded the latest
results of textual criticism in regard to Herodotus.
The apparatus submitted to each page includes the
conjectural emendations for which Mnemosyne and
other periodicals must be searched at length. Here
may be seen what Cobet, van Herwerden, Madvig,
Gompertz and others, over and above the elder and
later editors, have done for the destruction and recon-
struction of the text. A large number of emendations
are received into the editor's text. Probably in this
respect the edition is an advance upon its predeces-
sors. The result is an eminently rational and flowing
text, as near, perhaps, in essentials as we are likely to
get to the lost codex archetypus. The MSS. variations
are also more fully exhibited than in Stein's smaller
edition, and that by an ingenious system of references,
wherein o = A + B, 0 = R + V , V' = V + S. This
method keeps the two main textual sources into
which the archetype descended vividly before the
reader. Exempli gratia, I. 1 Kara TOJUT6 T& KO!
"EAATJCCS K.T.A. A(3 read % KO!. Not infrequently a
omits, $ inserts, or vice versd. Examples passim. A
striking case II. 102, 8 o reads riiv, $ omits. Valc-
kenaer reads currav, SchweighauserAfyirtrTfaji', Gaisford
ahrwv, Stein rwv (^pxE)- This last is Herodotean, cp.
III. 1 et al. but hardly appropriate in loco. Holder
omits with j8. The principal collation made by the
editor for the present edition is the collation of V
(Vindobonensis Ixxxv. lent to him at Karlsruhe :
shades of Bodley, take note !). Stein remains in
this respect our greatest benefactor. The last colla-
tion of S (Sancroft's MS. at Emman. Coll. Camb.)
is slill Gaisford's.

Some points of interest may be noted, out of many,
suggested by this edition.

In II . 51, 12 Holder brackets Sa/toOp î/ces. There
is MS. authority for its omission, which does not
appear. In I. 72, 11, II. 34, 6, IV. 153, 5. Prof.
Mahaffy's happy emendations of the numerals are
accepted. In the first case, somewhat inconsistently,
the literal notation (U) is printed in the text. In I.
51, 14 KirchhofTs Aaue$ai/i.ovio}v <paa\v Siv after Aatce-
Saiiioviwv is not noticed. In I. 170, 14 our last
editor does not help us (cf. Blakesley in loco). In II.
40, which presents a veritable hornet's nest to the
textual critic, Holder's text admits substantially
Stein's conjecture for filling a lacuna which Stein was
the first to indicate. In I. 28-29, 1. can the text be
considered satisfactory as left by Holder following
Stein ? In I. 43, 3 Holder lets rb Spos stand. In IV.
79, 6 and 81, 6 it is remarkable that «a!— l̂%ov
should stand unchallenged ; and so perhaps also IV.
124, 1, cp. with 126, 7 Travffi/xevos TOS dpifiov, and
with Travai.jx.fvos rrjs ir\<ivns in line 5. In III . 9,13 a
gives aibfasi 0 gives irorifaai. Stein does not think
the variation worth noticing and reads a&faoi.
Holder reads ayfaai. Similarly in III . 14, 42, where
C apparently has a<bi(ew. In regard to the method
of reference, the lines of this text are numbered not
according to the page, hat according to the chapter.
It may be regretted by those who use classical texts
mainly for material or historical purposes that the
paragraphs in the chapters are not numbered, as in
the Oxford text; a method which greatly facilitates
references for such purposes.

It is right to notice that the number of misprints
in this volume is considerable. About forty may be
added to the list of Corrigenda operarum menda at
the end. Some of these are trifling, the omission of
a breathing, or accent, or of an obvious letter ; others
are more serious, though not likely to create a dif-
ficulty for any intelligent reader. Still they are
disfiguring to a text in all other respects so truly
admirable, e.g. Bk. I. c 8, line 7 for x^vov r e a ( l
Xp&vov, c 41, 6 for xai\a-roiai read xpWOHn, 96, 12
for Trava read TOUTO, 108, 14 dele comma after &\\ovs
and in 117, 16 after Ti£5e, 143, 15 for T)J read ph, 149,
7 for d/ielpw read d/j.eiya>, 161, 2 for ariffpTfiero read
iarpaTeveTO, 196, 24 for xpvff'l0v read x?vff'l0v- Bk.
I I , 44, 12 for O.KI.K6JI.I\V read O.THK6JI.T\V, 47, 7 for v read
us, 53 lines 2 and 3 ad. Jin. the punctuation has been
exchanged. 155, 2 for POV read TOS 161, 11 for inr'
read aw, 170, 2 for T' read rb. Bk. I I I . 19, 12 coui
should be vav- and next line Hepcrri<r- should be
Tlcpayai, 29, XOdele fullstopafterToi/Toi', 62,11 oshould
be 6.' Bk. IV, 62, 10 for vov read TOS, 68, 9, 10 (ol
fiavTies) is superfluous, 128, 6 dele Se, 134, 19 for 7V
read TV> 1^1, 3 for comma after M.i\4\(riov put a full
stop. Next line for wavra read ravra, 154, 6 and 7
one elvai is superfluous, 159, 5 for colon substitute
comma after Kateopevov. As in many of the best
Greek texts printed in Germany, the type seems worn,
or imperfectly inked at places. In the copy before
me Bk. I, c 109, p. 56 is very badly printed, and
the same remark applies to c 17, p. 8. Still one
cannot expect an edition de luxe for two shillings,
and nothing here said should be taken to detract
from the great and substantial value of this most
serviceable and scholarly edition.—R. W. MAOAN.

Herodoti ITistoriarum Liber Quintus. Scholarum in
usum edidit ALFRED HOLDEK. (Leipzig : Freytag.
1887). Eiusdem. Liber Sextus.

W E have here from the same editor two books of
Herodotus, published separately, and at a very small
price (40 Pf. each). The apparatus critieus is absent,
in other respects the page is uniform with the critical
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edition of the first four books, and very much more
correctly printed. Each book is furnished with a
summary of contents in Latin, and the sixth has a
plan of Marathon to illustrate the battle. The story
of Demaratus (VI. 59-70) is rearranged, and purged
of those passages, which are no reproach to ' The
Father of History,' but are perhaps better omitted
in school reading. 'The text presented is less con-
servative than Stein's. In VI. 105 Holder boldly
reads QtAnririSris, which indeed must be right, though
Stein has not admitted it into the text. VI. 98 Holder
omits altogether ; this is a strong measure, probably
not to be repeated in the critical edition. These
inexpensive and excellent editions of the fifth and
sixth books of Herodotus, which probably fit in with
school work better than the earlier books, and present
less of difficulty at least on the historical side, may
be most heartily recommended to those engaged in
teaching Greek to boys and girls.—R. W. M.

Ovidii Metamorphoses. Ed. A. ZINQBKLB. 1 M. 25 Pf.
Fasti, Tristia, Ibis, Ex Ponto, Balieutica,

Fragmenta. Ed. 0 . GUTHLING. 2 M.
Carmina selecta. Ed. H. SEDLMATEE. 80 Pf.

THE series of Greek and Latin texts published by
Freytag, of which these form a part, deserves to be
widely known : the page is broad, the print large,
the paper can be written upon with ink ; and the
price is small. Each volume has an annotatio critica,
and index of proper names. The part containing the
Heroides (which has appeared separately) and Amatory
poems by Sedlmayer is promised. Uniform with the
whole is an excellent little volume of selections by
Sedlmayer, neatly bound in cloth : and recommended
for school purposes to such as prefer the absence
of notes.

Zingerle's text of the Metamorphoses is based
upon M, supplemented where possible by the early
British Museum and Berne fragments, in other places
by L. The edition is judicious, and distinguished by
an infrequency of square brackets and by easiness in
the emendations adopted, for which we cannot but feel
grateful. Zingerle is conservative on the whole ;
though numerous emendations are recorded, many of
which, though already published in German peri-
odicals; are new to English readers. The best of the
editor's own is the convincing inde incepta for inde-
ecpta (ix. 712) : hosti si tibi sum (ix. 180) seems
hardly necessary : Hersilw aerias (xiv. 848) is clever,
though not convincing : in xi. 138, Schenkl's excellent
nitens (for nite) is admitted ; and the same scholar's
nympha larum inpatiens (iv. 260) is so ingenious
that we cannot but regret the oversight which leads
him to propose ducite en omnia habes (vii. 509). The
larger critical edition promised by Zingerle will be
looked forward to with interest.

Giithling's work — which may be obtained in
separate parts, Fasti, 75 Pf., Exile poems, 1 M. 40 Pf.
— contains a fresh, though apparently somewhat
inexact, collation of the codex Marcianus of the
Tristia, executed for this edition ; a collation of the
Wolfenbiittel MS. by Sehenkl; and readings from
the Monaco excerpts of Politian, supplied by Stangl.
The editor's method is eclectic: in the Fasti he
wisely follows Peter in often allowing the readings
of other MSS., especially V, to outweigh those of A.
In the lbis Ellis' materials are used, but Gf is followed
more closely than by Ellis. In the Pontic Epistles
the Hamburg MS. is the basis : where it is deficient
two Monaco MSS. are used, one of them freshly
collated by Schenkl. The revision of the Balieutica
is naturally founded upon Birt's monumental work.

In the Fasti there is little new: one slight cor-
rection (vi. 765); ten lines marked as spurious, a

doubtful gain (ii. 137-138, 367-368, 835-836, iv. 861-
862, vi. 43-44) ; and a conjecture of Schenkl, iam
sacra uerba (ii. 638). In the Pontic Epistles there
is more: i. 7, 57 at for nee; ii. 2, 60 ilia meos is
suggested; ii. 5, 24 putet; iii. 2, 21 an for aid;
iii. 6, 34 qui me quod patior; iv. exstet for exstat.
An important mistake is corrected in Korn's facsimile
of Guelf. iv. 12, 41.

In the Tristia the lucidity of the annotatio critica
is decidedly superior to anything yet published : of
emendations iii. 12, 28 quaeque duras fodiantur, and
v. 12, 19 ecce for esse are excellent ; v. 8, 11 naufra-
gium qui mersit is probable ; the others (ii. 59 una,
iv. 7, 7 ei, ii. 66 rara mei, iii. 5, 53 uenturum) seem
uncertain. Unfortunately there are signs of hasty
work, which has led the learned editor into some
errors here recorded for correction. In iii. 3, 21
Madv.'s paletur; in iii. 11, 43 Schenkl's et for sed,
each involving a false quantity, should not have
been mentioned. In iv. 7, 23 a hasty hint of Riese's
has caused 'rara uenisse manus' to appear in the
text as the end of a pentameter. In iii. 12, 1 the
unmetrical Maeotis in the text should be corrected to
Tomilis, as appears from the index. The following
inaccuracies in reporting the readings of MSS. are
due no doubt largely to the press under which
collating has often to be executed by scholars whose
circumstances straiten the time they would otherwise
gladly employ ; and liberal indulgence will be made
by all who know the difficulty of such thankless
labour, ii. 55 G has hunc animum: ii. 91 L has
prodesset honesti not prodesset et honesti: ii. 92 L3 has
redditur et not redditur at: ii. 138 should read
paruaque G1 parcaque GP: ii. 145 titque (for usque)
not atque is read by L1 : ii. 191 Neureaque ascribed
to Reise is the conjecture of Merula: ii. 239 Merkel
reads fuisses not fuivset: ii. 278 abrogat not arrogat
is read by <f>: ii. 285 eodem is read by L as well as
G : ii. 305 inrupit is no MS. reading, but the con-
jecture, of Merkel: ii. 337 L has delectare not
detreetare: ii. 403 L has peli not peliae : ii. 474
L has figere not fingere : ii. 492 L has queda h ulli
not quae damno ulli: ii. 565 scriptis conjectured
originally by T. Faber, and since found to be the
reading of L, is incorrectly described as Merkel's
emendation : iii. 1, 39 apposita, not opposita, is the
reading of G : iii. 4, 57 G has errat not errant :
iii. 5, 55 L has hoc not hos: iii. 6, 16 L has bonae
not bonum: iii. 9, 32 retardet not moretur is the
reading of Merkel ed. min. : iv. 1, 21 L has inter
not nee inter: iv. 2, 53 Ll has canentes: iv. 3, 42
LG have corpora not pectora : iv. 4, 34 L has auetori
not auetori sunt: iv. 4, 76 G has ab funere not ob
funera .• iv. 6, 13 L1 has semouentis not remouentis :
iv. 7, 18 the reference to Horace should be Carm. ii.
17. No doubt these little blemishes will speedily be
removed in a second edition : and then Giithling's
work will deservedly rank as the standard—as it is
at present the most convenient—text of Ovid's later
poems ; forming a fit companion to Zingerle's text
of the Metamorphoses, which is certainly the most
satisfactory hitherto published.—S. G. OWEN.

Fontes iuris Romani antiqui, edidit C. G. BKUKS.
Edit. Vta, cura TH. MOMMSBNI. 8 Mk.

THIS fifth edition of an excellent book comes from
the hands of the scholar more capable than any other
for this class of work. Mommsen greatly assisted
his friend in former editions, and now after Bruns'
death has assumed the full responsibility for it. He
has done just what might be expected. He has added
such laws and documents as have come to light since
the fourth edition (1879), and has done all that is
possible to verify and ascertain the text. It is
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